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We study “causality” relationships in Concurrent Constraint Programming: what
is observed is not just the conjunction of constraints deposited in the store, but
also the causal dependencies between these constraints. We describe a deno-
tational semantics forcc that is fully-abstract with respect to observing this
“causality” relation on constraints. This semantics preserves more fine-grained
structure of computation; in particular the Interleaving Law

(a! P ) k (b! Q) = (a! (P k (b! Q))) (b! (Q k (a! P )))

is not verified ( is indeterminate choice).
Relationships between such a denotational approach to true concurrency and
different powerdomain constructions are explored.

1 Introduction

Concurrent constraint programming [Sar93,SR90,SRP91] is a simple and powerful
model of concurrent computation obtained by internalizing the notion of compu-
tation as deduction over (first-order) systems of partial information. The model
is characterized by monotonic accumulation of information in a distributed con-
text: multiple agents work together to produceconstraintson shared variables. A
primitive constraint ortoken, (over a given finite set of variables) is a finitary spec-
ification of possibly partial information about the values the variables can take. A
typical example of a token is a first order formula over some algebraic structure.
Tokens come naturally equipped with an entailment relation:a1; : : : ; an ` a holds
exactly if the presence of tokensa1; : : : ; an implies the presence of the tokena.
Thus tokens can combine additively, without any prejudice about their source, to
produce other tokens. Anagenthas access to a finite set of variables — the basic
operations it may perform are to constrain some subset of variables it has access
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to by posting a token (A::=a), to check whether a token is entailed by ones that
have already been posted and if so, reduce to another agent, perhaps nondetermin-
istically (A::= i2Iai ! Ai), to create new variables (A::=9X:A), or to reduce to
a parallel composition of other agents (A::=A1 k A2).

Several authors have investigated the semantic framework ofcc languages [SRP91,dBP91].
It is natural to observe for every agent the store obtained on executing the agent to
quiescence (i.e., the final store). To obtain a compositional analysis, one needs to
investigate the nature of interactions across a boundary between a systemS and
its environmentE. (BothS andE should be thought of as consisting of a parallel
composition of agents.) Typically,S andE will share some variablesV . One may
think ofS as detecting the presence of some tokensa1 (onV ), producing tokensa2,
and then suspending until more tokensa3 are produced, and then producing tokens
a4, and so on. Finite sequences of such interactions may be described by means of
the grammar

t ::= a j a! t j a ^ t

Eacht is called atrace; the conjunction of all tokens appearing int, denotedjtj, is
called itsbound. Mathematically, each sucht can be taken to describe a certain class
of finitary “invertible” closure operators over the lattice generated by the constraint
systems, calledbounded trace operators(bto’s). (Recall that a closure operator over
a lattice is an operator that is monotone, idempotent and increasing.) The denotation
of an agent may then be taken to be the set of all bto’s that an agent can engage in.
[SRP91] shows that program combinators can be defined over such a structure, and
in fact such a denotational semantics is fully abstract with respect to observing final
stores. Furthermore, it turns out that the semantics of the determinate fragment of
cc can in fact be described by a single closure operator, equivalent to the parallel
composition of each of the bto’s. In what follows, we will call this the “standard
model” ofcc.

It is important to point out that the nature of communication incc is somewhat
different from that in other models of concurrency, such as actors, CCS, CSP, or
imperative concurrency. In particular, the lack of “atomicity” of basic actions is
already built into this model ofcc 1 . For instance, if a tokenc is logically equivalent
to the conjunction of tokensa andb, the standard model validates theLaw of Non-
Atomicity of Tells

a k b = c (1)

and theLaw of Non-Atomicity of Asks

a! b! A = c! A (2)

1 For the purposes of this paper,cc refers to “eventual tell” version ofcc[Sar93], rather
than the “atomic tell” version for which a similar claim cannot be made.
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In addition the standard model also validates the Interleaving Law:

(a! P ) k (b! Q) = (a! (P k (b! Q))) (b! (Q k (a! P ))) (3)

1.1 Why causality?

Such a development of the semantics ofcc is not fully satisfactory for modeling
application-level causality.

One of the distinguishing characteristics ofcc is that it combines a powerful and
expressive language for concurrent systems with a declarative reading. This makes
it particularly attractive for use in modeling (concurrent) physical systems. The
Model-based Computing project [FS95] is developing models for reprographics
systems (photo-copiers) and their components. From these physics-based models,
reasoners are used to derive information that can be plugged into standard archi-
tectures for tasks such as simulation and scheduling. Each physical component is
modeled as a transducer which accepts inputs and control signals, operates in a
given set of modes, and produces output signals. Models of assemblies are put to-
gether by connecting models of components in the same way as the components
are put together to form the assemblies.

In such a context, the task ofschedulingis to determine the control signals and the
inputs which should be supplied to the system so as tocausethe production of the
given output. In other words, given a programP (the system model), and given
constraintso1; : : : ; on (on the output variables), it is desired to produce constraints
i1; : : : ; in on the input and control variables such thatP can coherently (i.e.with the
same set of choices for resolving indeterminacy) produceo1 when run fromi1, o2
when run fromi2 and so on. Generally one is interested in “minimal” explanations,
i.e. the weakestij that can produceoj.

One can recover explanations from the standard semantics as follows. Findt in
the denotation ofP such thatt when run onij producesoj for eachj. Note that
eacht corresponds to a coherent execution of the program. However, in general the
standard semantics will not be able to provide minimal explanations.

Example 1 (Faulty not gates)Consider a not gate that may be arbitrarily be in
one of three modes,ok , stuck at 1 or stuck at 0:

not(Mode; In; Out) :: (Mode = ok!Out = not(In)

Mode = stuck at 1!Out = 1 Mode = stuck at 0!Out =

0):
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Intuitively, one may say that for this gate,Mode = ok causesthe output to be the
negated version of the input, etc.

Now consider an assemblyP of two disconnected not gatesnot(M1; X1; Y1) and
not(M2; X2; Y2). An explanation that can be offered foro1 = (Y1 = 1) ando2 =

(Y2 = 0) is i1 = i2 = (M1 = ok; X1 = 0; M2 = ok; X2 = 1).

However, it is quite clear that the corresponding minimal explanations arei1 =

(M1 = ok; X1 = 0) andi2 = (M2 = ok; X2 = 1); there is no causal relationship
betweenY 2 andO2, and hence between the two sub-explanations. The standard se-
mantics will however findoneexecution of the system that can answer both queries,
and hence produce aninterleavedanswer that does not respect the causality in the
program.

1.2 An overview of our approach

Representing causality: the basic idea Let us reconsider the basic notion of
observation. What is the finer-grain structure in the store that we might observe?
Given the discussion of the previous section, a natural idea (e.g., see [MR95]) is
to associate a tokena in the store with itscauses, that is, with the tokensb that
needed to be supplied by the environment in order to trigger some computation
in the program that results ina. Thus the store can be taken to be a collection of
suchcontextedtokensab, given the (usually implicit) programP . Such an assertion
is read as “b causesa”, with b the cause, anda the effect. A run of the program
generates many such contexted tokens in the store. Given such a collection of con-
texted tokens�, their associatedgenerated effectis obtained by simply taking the
conjunction of the effects of each assertion in�; in this way one may recover the
“constraint store” of the usual operational semantics ofcc.

Example 1 (Contd.)Consider the programP of Example 1, started in the presence
of the constraintsM1 = ok; M2 = ok; X1 = 0; X2 = 1. The activation of the
behavior of the twonot agents yields the addition ofY1 = not(X1)M1=ok and
Y2 = not(X2)M2=ok to the store. In the presence of the tokenX1 = 0, it should be
possible to use the first assertion to derive:Y1 = 1

M1=ok;X1=0. Similarly forY2 = 0.

This example also illustrates another important point about the causal execution of
agents. What we wish to record in the store are the assumptionson the environ-
mentthat were made in the production of a given tokena. Conventionally, only
“closed” programs are executed — that is, no interaction with the environment is
allowed. In such cases, the resulting store of contexted tokens will contain no more
information than can be gleaned from examining the generated effect. The possibil-
ity of interesting non-trivial differences arises when we internalize the interactions
a1; : : : ; an with the environment by running the programP in parallel with the con-
texted tokensaa11 ; : : : ; a

an
n . Intuitively,aa captures the notion thata is an “external”
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input. For a collection of tokensa1; : : : ; an, define* (a1; : : : ; an) to be the set of
contexted tokensaa11 ; : : : ; a

an
n . Thus the execution of the programP “started in the

presence of the tokensM1 = ok; M2 = ok; X1 = 0; X2 = 1” is to be thought of as
the execution of the agentP;* (M1 = ok; M2 = ok; X1 = 0; X2 = 1).

Another useful way to think of a contexted tokenba is as the assertion “on assump-
tion a, programP produces outputb”. The tokens in the store that a program is
initially started in are “assumed”, that is, are taken to depend only on themselves.
One may now think of the operational semantics as manipulating tokens tagged
with their assumptions, while maintaining the intuitive semantics of assumptions,
e.g. as done by an Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System (ATMS) [deK86].

Clearly, such a model would have to be more fine-grained than (make more distinc-
tions than) the standard model because it would have to invalidate the Interleaving
Law. However, there are laws satisfied by the standard model which allow for use-
ful compile time optimizations that respect degree of parallelism, e.g. the Law of
Immediate Discharge:

a k (a! B) = a k B (4)

or the Law of Intermediate Causation:

9X:[b! (X k A) k X ! B] = b! (A k B) (5)

(whereX is not free inb; A;B). These laws should be preserved by the new model.

Logic of contexted tokens. Execution of a program is thus taken to yield a store
of contexted tokens. However, the actual store that results depends in ways on the
syntax of the program that are not crucial. For instance, the contexted store that re-
sults on the execution ofa k a! b (in the presence of no other tokens) is different
from that obtained froma k b, though semantically they should be identical, since
no additional assumptions were needed of the environment to produceb. Indeed,
the need to abstract from the concrete syntax is already present in the standard se-
mantics. Two programsA andB are considered behaviorally equivalent for a given
initial storea if they produce storesa1 anda2 respectively that are equivalent (even
if they are syntactically distinct),i.e. theyentaileach other. The entailment relation
on tokens relevant there is the primitive relation`D supplied with the constraint
system. Given that the store is now taken to contain contexted tokens, what is the
relevant entailment relation?

The answer follows from what it means for a program to produce a contexted toke.
To produceab, the program producesa if it receivesb. Thus these tokens behave like
cc programs, so the “internal” logic of causation turns out to be that of intuitionistic
implicational logic (over the underlying constraint system).
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Denotational semantics. The observations of a programP are thus taken to be
the contexted stores generated whenP is executed in the presence of different to-
kens, modulo the equivalence generated by`. What should a denotational seman-
tics that respects this notion of observation look like?

To answer this, let us return to the analysis of the interaction between a systemS

and its environmentE, via shared variablesV . Instead of thinking ofS as engaged
in asequenceof interactions withE (e.g., detecting the presence of a tokena1 and
producinga2, and thendetecting the presence ofa3 and producinga4 and so on),
one should now also allow the possibility ofseveralsuch independent interactions
with the environment. That is, one should allow for interactions as described by the
richer grammar:

k ::= a j a! k j k ^ k

Eachk is called aclosure; as before the conjunction of all tokens appearing ink,
denotedkkk is called itsbound. Mathematically, each suchk can be taken to de-
scribe a certain class of finitary closure operators over the lattice generated by the
constraint systems, calledbounded closure operators(bco’s). Intuitively, closure
operators allow for parallel branches of causality, whereas trace operators sequen-
tialize these branches. Thus closure operators serve forcc the role that “pomsets”
serve for true concurrency semantics for other languages. (More precisely, multi-
plicities of tokens are irrelevant incc, since conjunction is idempotent. The poset
of interest�R can be recovered from the closure operatorf by: a �R b iff f(b) en-
tails f(a).) The denotation of an agent may then be taken to be the set of all bco’s
that an agent can engage in. (In order to define recursion, we will define bco’s over
constraints rather than tokens; see section 4.) We will show that program combina-
tors can be defined over such a structure, and in fact such a denotational semantics
is fully abstract with respect to observing the contexted tokens in the final store.
As before, the denotation of a determinate programP is equivalent to the parallel
composition of the contexted tokens that can be observed ofP ; interestingly, how-
ever, this denotation is identical to that which would be obtained in the standard
semantics. Thus, in some sense, the standard analysis of determinatecc already
incorporates an analysis of causality; we extend this analysis to indeterminate pro-
grams.

1.3 Rest of this paper

The rest of this paper is concerned with fully developing these notions. We first
review some background material on constraint systems andcc operational seman-
tics. We then give the precise “causal” operational semantics, develop its properties
and formally define equivalence of contexted tokens. We then develop the deno-
tational semantics along the lines sketched above. We study in detail a model of
indeterminacy, corresponding to may testing in the sense of [dNH84], and using a
powerdomain construction motivated by the relational [Plo76] powerdomain. We
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describe some equational laws to expose the flavor of the semantics and establish
full abstraction results. In addition, we expose some of the logical character ofcc
by presenting a sound and complete proof system that can be used to establish that
an observation lies in the denotations of a programP . In the following section, we
also establish these results for a different model of indeterminacy, corresponding to
must testing in the sense of [dNH84], and using the Smyth powerdomain[Smy78]
to handle indeterminacy.

1.4 Related work

Many “true concurrency” semantics, such as [AH89,BCHK92,vGV87,Gor91], [Pra86,Vog92,Win87],
capture causality to varying degrees in the context of other models of concur-
rency, including process algebras such as CSP and CCS, Petri Nets, and event
structures. These semantics have typically generalized interleaving semantics to
encode some degree of concurrency, such as “steps” of concurrent actions rather
than single actions, and “pomsets” of partially-ordered multisets of actions rather
than linear temporal sequences. Note that while our semantics is a sets of clo-
sure operators semantics, it does make the early vs. late branching distinction, so
a! ((b! B) (c! C)) 6= (a! b! B) (a! c! C), unlike [Pra86].

The studies most relevant to the present paper are studies of causality and true
concurrency in thecc paradigm —e.g.[MR95,MR91,dBGMP94,dBPB95].

[MR95,MR91] propose a framework, based on graph rewriting and occurrence
nets, to study true concurrency issues in thecc languages [MR95]. In this paper,
we do (essentially) adopt the framework of “contextual agents” of [MR95,MR91]
to describe extraction of causality information from the program execution in the
operational semantics. Our primary distinct contribution is the logical/denotational
analysis of the operational semantics.

[dBPB95] propose a true concurrency framework for a more general class of non-
monotoniccc languages. When specialized to monotoniccc languages, their frame-
work yields essentially a “step semantics”, where a collection of concurrent actions
can be performed at each step. Our work differs from [dBPB95] in the analysis of
the process of addition of constraints. [dBPB95] distinguishes different occurrences
of the same constraint. This view of separating occurrences of the same constraint
is not appropriate for some of our motivating examples, especially the scheduler. In
our framework, the process of imposition of constraints is idempotent.

[dBGMP94] adapts the study of the logical structure of domains [Abr91] tocc. That
paper does not directly address issues of causality and true concurrency; however,
we acknowledge the methodological influence of their work on our work.
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2 Constraint systems

cc languages are described parametrically over aconstraint system[SRP91,Sar92].
For technical convenience, the presentation here is a slight variation on earlier pub-
lished presentations.

The information added to the store consists of primitive constraints which are drawn
from aconstraint system. A constraint systemD is a system of partial information,
consisting of a set of primitive constraints (first-order formulas) ortokensD, closed
under conjunction and existential quantification, and an inference relation (logical
entailment)̀ that relates tokens to tokens. We usea; b; c : : : to denote tokens.̀
naturally induces logical equivalence, written�. Formally,

Definition 2 A constraint systemis a structurehD;`; Var; f9X j X 2 Vargi such
that:

– D is closed under conjunction(^); `� D �D satisfies:
� a ` a; a ` b andb ^ c ` d implies thata ^ c ` d
� a ^ b ` a anda ^ b ` b; a ` b anda ` c implies thata ` b ^ c

– Var is an infinite set ofvariables, such that for each variableX 2 Var, 9X :

D! D is an operation satisfying usual laws on existentials:
� a ` 9Xa

� 9X(a ^ 9Xb) � 9Xa ^ 9Xb

� 9X9Y a � 9Y 9Xa

� a ` b) 9Xa ` 9Xb

A constraintis an entailment closed subset ofD. For any set of tokensS, we letS
stand for the setfa 2 D j 9fa1; : : : ; akg � S:a1 ^ : : : ak ` ag. For any tokena, a
is just the setfag.

The set of all constraints, denotedjDj, is ordered by inclusion, and forms an alge-
braic lattice with least upper bounds induced by^. We will uset andu to denote
joins and meets of this lattice. We will useu; v; w; : : : to denote constraints.�a de-
notes the embedding ofa in jDj : �a = fb 2 D j a `D bg. 9;` lift to operations on
constraints.

Of course, in any implementable language,` must be decidable—and as efficient
as the intended class of users of the language demand.

Examples of such systems are the system Herbrand (underlying logic program-
ming), FD [HSD92](finite domains), andGentzen [SJG94].

Example 3 The Herbrand constraint system.
Let L be a first order language with equality. The tokens of the constraint system
are the atomic and existentially quantified propositions. Entailment can vary de-
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pending on the intended use of the predicate symbols but it must include the usual
entailment relations that one expects from equality. Thus, for example,f(X; Y ) =

f(A; g(B;C)) must entailX = A andY = g(B;C).

Example 4 The FD constraint systemIts tokens are equalities of variables and
expressions saying that the range of a variable is some finite set.

Example 5 The Gentzen constraint systemFor timed computation we have
found the simple constraint system(G) to be very useful .Gentzen provides the
very simple level of functionality that is needed to represent signals. The tokens of
Gentzen are atomic formulas drawn from a pre-specified logical vocabulary; the
entailment relation is trivial,i.e. c1; : : : ; cn `G c iff c = ci for somei.

For the rest of this paper, we assume that we are working within a given constraint
sytemhD;`; Var; f9X j X 2 Vargi.

3 Causal Transition System forcc

3.1 Syntax

The syntax ofcc languages is as follows:

P ::= a j P k P j iai ! Pi j 9X:P j g(X) j fD:Pg

D ::= � j g(X) :: P;D

We think of the guarded choice operatoras a family of(2n)–ary operators that
takesn constraintsa1; : : : ; an andn processesP1; : : : ; Pn and builds the process
iai ! Pi.

3.2 Transition system ofcc

We use the words “agents” and “programs” synonymously in the rest of the paper.
Formally, the execution semantics can be given by a transition system. Aconfigu-
ration � is a multiset of agents.�(�) denotes the conjunction of the set of tokens
in � defined inductively as follows:

�(a) = a

�(P k Q) = �(9X:P ) = �( iai ! Pi) = �(g(X)) = true

�(fP1; : : : ; Png) = �(P1) ^ : : : ^ �(Pn)
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The transition system relates configurations to configurations and is the least rela-
tion satisfying the following axioms and inference rules [SRP91]:

�; (P k Q) �! �; P; Q
�(�) `D ai

�; ( i2Iai ! Pi) �! �; Pi

�; 9X:P �! �; P [Y=X] �; g(X) �! �; P (X)

(Y new) if g(X) :: P (X) 2 D

3.3 Observing causality.

To detect causality information, we will allow our configurations to remember the
set of tokens which enabled each agent to be executed,i.e. instead of taking a
configuration to be a multiset of agents, we take it to be a multiset of contexted
agentsP a (whereP is an agent,a is a token), satisfying the condition that

if P a 2 � then �(�) `C a

where�(�) again denotes the conjunction of the set of tokens in� defined induc-
tively as follows:

�(ab) = a

�(P k Q) = �(9X:P ) = �( iai ! Pi) = �(g(X)) = true

�(fP1; : : : ; Png) = �(P1) ^ : : : ^ �(Pn)

�(�) denotes the multiset contexted tokens in� defined inductively as follows:

�(fabg) = fabg

�(P k Q) = �(9X:P ) = �( iai ! Pi) = �(g(X)) = ftrue true g

�(fP1; : : : ; Png) = �(P1) [ : : : [ �(Pn)

In the rest of this paper, we will identify the agentP with the contexted agent
P true . The transition relation may now be defined straightforwardly:
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�; (P k Q)c �! �; P c; Qc �(�) `D ai
�; ( i2Iai ! Pi)

c �! �; P ai^c
i

�; (9X:P )c �! �; P [Y=X]c �; g(X)c �! �; P (X)c

(Y new) if g(X) :: P (X) 2 D

Let � �! �. The causal context of this transition, writtenTransCause(� �! �)

is the context of the agents produced in� by the transition. In the above transition
system,TransCause(�) is c for all transitions except the case of the guarded choice
where it isai ^ c.

Example 6 (Example 1: Contd.)Here is how the example of two not gates men-
tioned earlier would be executed under the new transition relation, when started in
the presence of constraintsM1 = ok; X1 = 0; M2 = ok; X2 = 1 (accomplished
by * (M1 = ok;X1 = 0;M2 = ok;X2 = 1) = M1 = okM1=ok; X1 =
0X1=0;M2 = okM2=ok; X2 = 1X2=1):

not(M1; X1; Y1); not(M2; X2; Y2);* (M1 = ok; X1 = 0; M2 = ok; X2 = 1)

�! (M1 = ok! Y1 = not(X1) : : :); not(M2; X2; Y2);

* (M1 = ok; X1 = 0; M2 = ok; X2 = 1)

�! (Y1 = not(X1))M1=ok; not(M2; X2; Y2);

* (M1 = ok; X1 = 0; M2 = ok; X2 = 1)

�! (Y1 = not(X1))M1=ok; (M2 = ok! Y2 = not(X2) : : :);

* (M1 = ok; X1 = 0; M2 = ok; X2 = 1)

�! (Y1 = not(X1))M1=ok; (Y2 = not(X2))M2=ok;

* (M1 = ok; X1 = 0; M2 = ok; X2 = 1)

Now sinceY1 = not(X1); X1 = 0 `D Y1 = 1, anda; b `D e givesac; bd ` ec;d, the
store contains(Y1 = 1)M1=ok;X1=0 and(Y2 = 0)M2=ok;X2=1, which is exactly what we
expect as the causal behavior of the program.

3.4 Equivalences of contexted tokens

Execution of a program is thus taken to yield a store of contexted tokens. However,
the actual store that results depends in ways on the syntax of the program that
are not crucial. For instance, the contexted store that results on the execution of
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a k a! b (in the presence of no other tokens) is different from that obtained from
a k b, though semantically they should be identical.

Our solution follows from what it means for a programP to produce a contexted
tokeno. If o = ab, it informally means thatP , if given inputb, would producea.
Similarly if o is the multiset containingo1; o2, then it means thatP can produce both
o1 ando2. Thus, contexted tokens themselves can be viewed as finite determinate
cc programs, motivating the use of the tools of the semantics of determinatecc to
analyze the equivalence of contexted tokens.

We recall the use of closure operators in [SRP91,JPP91]. Aclosure operatoris a
functionf from constraints to constraints, which is extensive (f(u) � u), idempo-
tent (f � f = f ) and monotone (ifu � v thenf(u) � f(v)). An alternative way
of presenting a closure operator is as a set of its fixed points,i.e. those constraints
v such thatf(v) = v. We recall that the set of fixed points of a closure operator is
a set of constraints closed under greatest lower bounds (glb’s) — any set of con-
straintsA which is closed under glb’s can be used to define a closure operator by
fA(u) = ufv 2 A j v � ug. In the rest of this paper we will use both these repre-
sentations interchangeably. Closure operators are ordered pointwise — thus if for
all u, f(u) � g(u), we definef � g. In the set representation, this simply becomes
f � g iff f � g. We will refer to this ordering as theinformation ordering, it is the
converse of the usual set ordering.

Definition 7 LetM be a multiset of contexted tokens.

[[M ]] is defined inductively as follows:

[[fabg]] = fu 2 jDj j b 2 u) a 2 ug

[[fo1; : : : ; ong]] = [[o1]] \ : : : \ [[on]]

[[9Xo]] = fu 2 jDj j 9 2 [[o]]; 9Xu = 9Xvg

�(M) is defined inductively as follows:

�(fabg)= a

�(fo1; : : : ; ong)=�(o1) ^ : : : ^ �(on)

�(9Xo)=9X(�(o))

We are now ready to define equivalences of (multi)sets of contexted tokens.

Definition 8 LetM1;M2 be two multisets of closure operators. Then,M1 � M2 if
�(M1) = �(M2) and[[M1]] = [[M2]].
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A logical justification of definition 8. In this subsection, we identify the relevant
entailment relation on contexted tokens that leads to the equivalence� on contexted
tokens.

Let o; p; q range over contexted tokens. Consider the judgment:

o1; : : : ; on ` o

Such a judgment should be taken to hold exactly when it is the case that for any
programP , any run ofP which satisfies the assertionso1; : : : ; on also satisfieso.
In the following, let�;� range over multisets of contexted tokens. We will allow
our contexted tokens to take on a slightly more general syntax: a contexted token
will be given by the grammar

o ::= atruejoajo ^ o

wherea is a token; we define[[oa]] = fu 2 jDj j b 2 u ) a 2 [[o]]g and�(oa) =
�(o).

From elementary considerations it is clear that the following structural rules should
hold:

�; p; q;� ` o
�; q; p;� ` o

� ` o
�; p ` o

�; p; p ` o
�; p ` o

Regarding the axioms, we just let them follow from the basic entailment relation,
making the obvious identification ofatrue with a. As expected, the Cut rule holds:

a1; : : : ; an `D b
atrue
1

; : : : ; atruen ` btrue
� ` p �; p ` o

�;� ` o

Now assume (1) that a processP satisfies all the assertions in� together withpa,
(2) if any processP satisfies all the assertions in�, it satisfiesa, and that (3) for
any process it is the case that if it satisfies�, andp, then it must satisfyo. From (1)
and (2) it follows thatP can on its own (i.e. assuming only that the environment
suppliestrue ), producea. However, from (1),P satisfiespa; therefore it must be
the case thatP can, on its own, producep, and henceP satisfiesp. But then, by (3)
P satisfieso. This leads to the validity of the inference rule:

� ` atrue �; p ` o

�; pa ` o

Now it remains to consider the conditions under which it can be established that
any programP satisfying� must satisfyoa. Assume that for any programP it
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is the case that ifP satisfies� and can on its own producea, then it can on its
own produceo. Now assume thatQ is a program that satisfies�. Now note that
if Q satisfies�, (Q; a) must also satisfy�. ClearlyQ; a can on its own producea.
Therefore, by assumptionQ; amust on its own be able to produceo. But if Q; a can
produceo, then it must be the case that whenQ is supplieda by the environment it
can produceo. Hence we have: v

�; atrue ` o

� ` oa

We have the obvious rules for conjunction:

�; p; q ` o
�; p ^ q ` o

� ` o � ` o0

� ` o ^ o0

Thus, the logic of contexted tokens turns out to be intuitionist logic (over the un-
derlying constraint system). In fact we can show the following theorem:

Theorem 9 Let o be a contexted token and� be a set of contexted tokens. Then
[[�]] � [[o]] iff � ` o.

PROOF. The “if” part follows from the discussion above, and the definition of[[�]]
described earlier.

Let [[�]] � [[o]]. We use induction on the structure ofo. If o = o1 ^ o2, it follows that
[[�]] � [[o1]] and[[�]] � [[o2]], so by induction and the right conjunction rule, we have
� ` o. If o = oa

1
, then[[�; a]] � [[o1]] by the definition of closure operators, so we

can use induction and the right conjunction rule to prove� ` o.

Now supposeo = atrue. We will use induction on the numbern of implications
(including nested ones) in� of the formpd, d 6= true. Let �(�) = fc j ctrue 2 �g,
and�(�)true = fctrue j ctrue 2 �g.

If n = 0, then we can use the entailment rule to get the result, from the fact that
[[�(�)true]] � [[atrue]] iff �(�) `D a.

Let n > 0. If �(�) `D a, we can apply weakening and eventually the entailment
rule, and we are done. Otherwise, there must be somepd 2 �, where�(�) `D d.
If this were not the case thent�(�) 2 [[�]], butt�(�) 62 [[atrue]] as�(�) 6`D a.
Now, since[[�(�)true; pd]] = [[�(�)true; p]], we know that[[�; p]] � [[atrue]]. Thus by
the induction hypothesis,�; p ` atrue. Since�(�) `D d, we can prove� ` dtrue by
weakening and entailment and we have the result by using the left implication rule.

The [[�]] semantics is also sound (in the above sense) for the rules for existential
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quantification. However, as incc, intuitionistic logic makes more distinctions than
are possible to make incc 2 . Consider the multisetM = f9X false c1; 9X :false c2g

of contexted tokens::d 2 [[M ]] iff d is false or 9Xd does not have as much infor-
mation asc1 or c2. However, this is exactly[[N ]], whereN = f9X :(false c1; false c2)g.
Hence,[[A]] = [[B]]. However it is not the case thatM ` N in the above logic
with added rules for existentials. Despite this mismatch with intuitionist logic, we
choose to go with definition 8 as our notion of equivalence of contexted tokens
because of the strong computational evidence supporting the closure operator view
provided by the full abstraction theorems for determinatecc languages [SRP91,JPP91].

3.5 Properties of the causal transition system.

The properties of the standardcc transition relation lift over to the causal transition
system.

Lemma 10 The transition relation�! satisfies:

– Monotonicity:A �! A0 ) A;B �! A0; B:

– Extensivity:A �! A0 ) �(A0) � �(A); �(A0) � �(A)

– Idempotence: IfA �! A0 6�!), thenA; 9!
Y
�(A0) �! A0 6�! where

!

Y are
the variables introduced in the derivation.

Note that extensivity implies that ifA �! A0, then [[�(A0)]] � [[�(A)]], i.e. the
closure operator associated with the contexted store increases along a derivation.

We next explore how some syntactic classes of equivalences on contexted tokens
do not affect the transition relation.

Definition 11 LetM be a multiset of contexted tokens. DefineM = fab j [[M ]] �

[[o]]; �(M) `D a ^ bg.

We can immediately see thatM � M;M = M;M � N ) M � N . Thus if
ab 2 M , thenaa 2 M andab11 2 M wherea `D a1; b1 `D b; �(M) `D b1. A
simple calculation shows :

2 This discussion is based on the following example forcc. Consider the programA:

9X:(c1 ! false ) k 9X:(c2 ! false ) (6)

d is a quiescent point of this program iffd is false or 9Xd does not have as much infor-
mation asc1 or c2. However, this is exactly the behavior ofB:

9X:(c1 ! false k c2 ! false ) (7)

However it is not the case thatA ` B in either intuitionist or classical logic.
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– fabg � fab; aag � fab; ab
1
g wherea `D a1; b1 `D b.

– fab
1
; ab

2
g � f(a1 ^ a2)

bg

Thus,M � M . The following lemma, proved by a simple inspection of the transi-
tion rules, shows that the transition relation is insensitive to the distinction between
M andM .

Lemma 12 Leto0 2 o. Then

�; o �! �0 , �; o; o0 �! �0; o0

In the rest of this subsection, for technical convenience, we work with a variant of
the transition relation that maintains its multiset of contexted constraints (given by
the�(�) function), in a form that is closed under the(�) operation. This assumption
is justified by lemma 12.

The transition system permits some kinds of permutation of derivations.

Lemma 13 Let�1 �! �11 �! �2 such that�(�1) ` TransCause(�11 �! �2)
and the agent transformed by�11 �! �2 was not produced by the transition
�1 �! �11. Then, there is a� such that�1 �! � �! �2 and the agent trans-
formed in�1 �! � is the same as was transformed in�11 �! �2.

PROOF. Since the primary source agent (the one that is changed in the transition)
of the transition�11 �! �2 was not produced in the previous transition, it is present
in �. Hence, this transition is enabled in� and is not in conflict with the transition
�1 �! �11 (a transition can be in conflict with another iff they lie along different
branches in a choice, which is clearly not the case here as both occurred in the same
derivation). Hence the result.

Note that ifTransCause(�11 �! �2) 6` TransCause(�1 �! �11), then the pri-
mary source agent of�11 �! �2 could not have been produced by�1 �! �11

as causes are cumulative, so the above lemma would be applicable. Thus, given a
sequence of derivations form�1 to �2, it is possible to rearrange the derivations so
that the subderivations with causes� a is constructed first.

Corollary 14 Let�1 �!
� �2 anda such that�(�1) `D a. Then, there is a deriva-

tion �1 �!� �2 such that transitions with causes smaller thana are executed
earlier: formally, if t1; t2; : : : ; tn is the sequence of transitions in�1 �!

� �2, then
i � j; a `D TransCause(tj)) a `D TransCause(ti).

PROOF. Let ti be the first transition with cause smaller thana. ThenTransCause(ti) 6`
TransCause(tj) for anyj < i. Soti can be permuted to the beginning by lemma 13.
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Repeat this process till we are done.

We now attempt to extract the semantic content of the above operational analysis
of causality. If a program produces a contexted tokenab, then providing itb suffices
to createa.

Lemma 15 If �; aa �! �0; ab; aa, then�; bb �! �0; ab; bb.

PROOF. The key case of the proof is whenab 62 �(�). In this case, the transition
is the reduction of a subprogram of the formb ! : : :. A simple inspection of the
transition rule yields the required proof.

The input always causes all the outputs.

Lemma 16 If P; aa �!� Q, then [[9!
X
:�(Q)]](a) = 9!

X
:�(Q), where

!

X are the
variables introduced in the derivation.

PROOF. Induction on the length of the derivation using lemma 15.

Lemma 17 LetP; aa �! �1 �! �2 �! : : : be any derivationT , finite or infinite
(we assumea is a possibly infinite set of tokens). Let its output beo = 9!

X

S
i �(�i),

where
!

X are the new variables introduced in the derivation. Ifa � [[o]](b), then
there is a derivationP; bb �! : : : of the same length as the original derivationT ,
such that its outputo0 satisfies[[o]] = [[o0]].

PROOF. a � [[o]](b) means that there is a sequence of contexted tokensoi 2

o; oi = cdii , such thatb; �(P ); c1; : : : ; cn `D dn+1, andb; �(P ); c1; : : : `D a, where
the last entailment means that each token ina is entailed by a finite subset of the
tokens on the left3 .

We will inductively build up a derivation starting fromP; bb such that after stage
i, the tokenoi is in the contexted store of the configuration reached so far. Then it
will be clear that if the output of the derivation iso0, theno0 will have exactly the
same contexted tokens aso, completing the proof.

3 This can be intuitively seen from the fact that if we regardo as a possibly infinite de-
terminatecc program, thena � [[o]](b) means that there is acc derivation fromo; b with
output at leasta. Since all the tokens ino are of the formcd, each transition in this deriva-
tion will be of the formO; cd �! c, if �(O) `D d. Thus each transition can be uniquely
identified with a contexted tokenoi 2 o; i = 1; 2; : : :.
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Consider the finite prefix ofT whose last transition is the one that addso1 to the
store. Using Corollary 14 we can move all transitions with causes less than�(P )^b

to the beginning of the prefix. Thus we get a permutation ofT , T1 —P; aa �!�

� �! : : : such thato1 2 �(�). This is possible as the cause ofo1 is entailed by
�(P )^ b. Note that since all the causes of the transitions reaching� were less than
b ^ �(P ), we have a derivationP; bb �!� �0, where�0 is � with aa replaced by
bb.

Now similarly we can consider the finite prefix ofT1 which addso2 to the store.
If it occurs before� theno2 2 �� and there is nothing to permute or add to the
derivation fromP; bb. Otherwise we repeat the same process, repeatedly increasing
the store. Since the contexted tokens produced in this derivation are all theoi’s
which together entaila, we can conclude thato � o0 (note that if there are some
contexted tokens ino that were not inoi, these will still be added to the store, as each
of their causes is entailed by a finite number of tokens froma along with�(P ), and
this finite information is added at some finite stage at which point the transitions
adding these tokens will be enabled, and hence done). Note that the input tokens
aa; bb are merely variants oftrue , and play no part in this equivalence.

4 The Causal May Semantics

This style of causal semantics ofcc programs allows us to observe whatmaybe
true of terminating runs of the system. Recall that the observation of a terminating
run is thecontexted store�(�) of the terminating configuration�.

Notation. In order to accommodate hiding, our observations will need to hide
all the new variables introduced in the transitions. Thus they will be of the form
9V :o, whereV is the set of new variables introduced in the derivation. For the rest
of this paper, we will always useV to stand for this set for the derivation under
consideration.

We also make the following assumptions about procedures and procedure calls to
make the notation simple. We assume that procedrues have only one parameter.
Secondly, we assume that each procedureg has a variableXg associated with it
that is used only in the body of the procedure. We write the unique declaration of
a procedureg(X) : A in the form:g(X) : �g:C[g] to indicate that the body ofg is
a context that can useg. In this notation a callg(Y ) is treated as9Xg:[Xg = Y k

C[g]].

The definition of the may operational semantics uses the notion ofsizeof a con-
texted store. Intuitively, the size of a contexted storeo, denotedkok, is the lub of
all the tokens occurring in it.
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Definition 18 kok is defined inductively as follows:

kak = a; kabk = a t b; ko ^ o0k = kok t ko0k; k9Xok = 9Xkok

Definition 19 For a collection of tokensc1; : : : ; cn, define* (c1; : : : ; cn) to be the
set of contexted tokenscc11 ; : : : ; c

cn
n .

The execution of the programP with input tokensc1; : : : ; cn is to be thought of as
the execution of the agentP;* (c1; : : : ; cn).

4.1 Operational semantics

o is an observation of a programP in contextc if

P;* (c) !� �; o = 9V :�(�)

The may operational semanticsis given as follows — intuitively, the may oper-
ational semantics of a programP (viewed as a contexted programP true ) is a
collection of the causality observations (i.e.contexted stores) of all possibletermi-
natedcomputations ofP .

Definition 20 The operational semantics is given by:

OH [[P ]] = fo j 9o0; ko0k = kok; P;* (kok)!� � 6!; o0 = 9V :�(�); [[o]] � [[o0]]g

The above definition builds downclosed sets of observations. Thus, we note that the
above definition allows us to identify two sets of observations which have the same
maximal elements, giving us the may tests of [dNH84].

4.2 Denotational semantics

Bounded closure operators. As defined earlier, aclosure operatorf can be
represented as a set of constraints closed under greatest lower bounds. We will use
thecc operations on closure operators — thusa ! f = fu 2 jDj j a 2 u) u 2

fg, and9Xf = fu 2 jDj j 9v 2 f; 9Xu = 9Xvg. As before, closure operators
are ordered by the converse of the usual set ordering, least upper bounds in this
ordering turn out to be set intersection.

Definition 21 A bounded closure operator(bco) is a pair(f; u), wheref is a clo-
sure operator, andu is a constraint,u 2 f .
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Theu determines thedomainof the bco — this is defined asu #, the set of con-
straints smaller thanu. The set of elements bigger thanu is writtenu ". Thus if
(f; u); (g; u) are bco’s, withf \ u #= g \ u #, then we consider(f; u) = (g; u).
The equivalence classes of bco’s under this equality are closed under glbs — thus
if (f; u) = (g; u) then (f; u) = (f u g; u), and this is true for infinite glbs as
well. The ordering on closure operators is extended to bco’s —(f; u) � (g; u) iff
f � g \ u #. Note that we do not compare bco’s with different domains, these are
regarded as unrelated. The set of all bco’s under this ordering now forms a partial
order closed under lubs of directed sets, calledObs. The carrier set of this domain
is denoted asjObsj. The compact elements ofObs are of the form(f; u) where
f is a compact closure operator — compact closure operators are generated by the
grammarf ::= a j a ! f j f ^ f . The set of all compact elements ofObs is
denotedCObs.

A powerdomain In the rest of this section we define the semantics ofcc lan-
guages by examining the relational powerdomain constructions on this domain[Plo83].
In this paper, are technically using the powerdomain construction with the empty
set, rather than the more traditional ones without the empty set. Furthermore, we
use the representation theorems to simplify the presentation of the powerdomain
constructions(see page 90 of [Plo83]).

Definition 22 The elements of the relational powerdomain onObs are setsS of
compact bco’s satisfying the closure condition:

(f; u) 2 S; (g \ u #) � (f \ u #)) (g; u) 2 S

The ordering relation is given by subset inclusion:S1 v S2 , S1 � S2.

The relational powerdomain onObs yields a complete lattice — the least element
is the empty set, the greatest element isj CObs j, least upper bounds are given by
union, and greatest lower bounds are given by intersection.
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Denotational semantics The semantics of the various program combinators is
given as follows:

H[[a]]
d
= f(f; u) 2 CObs j a 2 u; f � �a " \u #g

H[[P k Q]]
d
= f(h; u) 2 CObs j 9(f; u) 2 H[[P ]]; (g; u) 2 H[[Q]]:

h � f \ g \ u #g

H[[ i2Iai ! Pi]]
d
= f(u #; u) 2 CObs j 8i 2 I:ai 62 ug

[
S
i2If(f; u) 2 CObs j ai 2 u; 9(fi; u) 2 H[[Pi]]; f � (ai ! fi) \ u #g

H[[9X:P ]]
d
= f(f; u) 2 CObs j 9(h; u) = (f; u); 9(g; v) 2 H[[P ]]:

9X:g = 9X:h; 9Xu = 9Xv; g(9Xv) = vg

H[[g(Y )]]
d
= H[[9Xg:[Xg = Y k g]]]

H[[g]]
d
= �g:H[[C[g]]]; whereg(X) : C[g] is the procedure declaration

All the above operations on processes are monotone and continuous with respect to
the ordering on sets of processes. Thus, recursion is treated via least fixed points,
written� above.

We draw the reader’s attention to the use of the bound (in a bounded closure op-
erator) to resolve the choice in the guarded choice operator. Note the extra clause
in the definition of9X:P , which states thatg(9Xv) = g(v). This is motivated by
the fact thatP cannot receive any information aboutX from the environment, thus
any information it uses onX needs to be produced by it. So any observed bco inP

which can be a witness for an observation in9X:P must use only internally gener-
atedX-information, and so it must be the case that on any inputX, it must be able
to ignore theX information, by generating the same output on9Xv as onv.

A few examples will illustrate the nature of the denotational semantics. The first
example shows a characteristic feature of relational powerdomain style semantics
— adding more branches to a process moves it up the ordering in the powerdomain.

Example 23 Let Pi be a collection of processes indexed byi. Let a be a token.
ThenH[[a ! Pi]] v H[[ i2Ia ! Pi]]. We justify the inequation by noting that the
semantic interpretation of bounded choice in the special case when all the guards
are identical is just union.

The next couple of examples indicate the treatment of termination by the semantics
— only terminating runs are counted.

Example 24 Let the processP1 be defined recursively asP1 :: P1. Then theH[[P1]] =S
iH[[Ci(;)]], whereC(X) = X. ThusCi(;) = ;, soH[[P1]] = ;.

Example 25 Let the processP2 be defined recursively asP2 :: b k P2. Then
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H[[P1]] =
S
iH[[Ci(;)]], whereC(X) = b k X. ThusC(;) = ;, soH[[P2]] = ;.

The next example further clarifies termination issues in the relational semantics —
non-terminating runs are ignored.

Example 26 LetP be any process. Consider the processesP3 = a! P a! P1,
andP4 = a ! P a ! P2, whereP1; P2 are as above. ThenH[[P3]] = H[[P4]] =

H[[a! P ]].

Example 27 The operation of adding constraints is idempotent — a key ingredient
of thecc paradigm.

H[[a]] = H[[a k a]]

The next example shows another characteristic feature of the the may style seman-
tics — a “downward closure” property.

Example 28 LetP = true ! a true! b! b andQ = P true ! b!

a, wherea ` b. ThenP andQ are indistinguishable with respect to th operational
semantics, as the extra output ofQ i.e.ab is less than the outputatrue of P , and
we observe only maximal outputs.

Example 29 The following equational laws hold.

H[[a k P ]] =H[[a k a! P ]]

H[[b! (A k B)]] =H[[b! A k b! B]]

A sketch of the proof of the forward direction of the first identity is as follows. Let
(f; u) 2 H[[a k P ]]. Thenf � g\h\u #, where(g; u) 2 H[[a]] and(h; u) 2 H[[P ]].
Thusg � �a " \u #, and�a " \h = �a " \a ! h. Now (�a " \a ! h; u) 2

H[[a k a ! P ]], sincea 2 u. Thusf � g \ h \ u #� u # \�a " \a ! h, so
(f; u) 2 H[[a k a! P ]].

Example 30 LetX not be free inb; A. Then,

H[[9X:b! X k X ! B]] =H[[b! B]]

H[[9X:(A k B)]] =H[[A k 9X:B]]

These laws suffice to prove the Law of Intermediate Causation (Equation 5). The
proofs are straightforward and hence omitted.
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4.3 Full Abstraction

We now show that the denotational semantics is fully abstract with respect to the
operational semantics. We can represent an observationo as a pair([[o]]; kok) —
thenOH [[P ]] can be regarded as a set of bcos.

Theorem 31

OH [[a]] = H[[a]]

OH [[P k Q]] = f(h; u) 2 CObs j 9(f; u) 2 OH [[P ]]; (g; u) 2 OH [[Q]]:

h � f \ g \ u #g

OH [[ i2Iai ! Pi]] = f(# u; u) 2 CObs j 8i 2 I:ai 62 ug [
S
i2If(f; u) 2 CObs j ai 2 u; 9(f

0; u) 2 OH [[Pi]]; f � (ai ! f 0) \ u #g

OH [[9X:P ]] = f(f; u) 2 CObs j 9(h; u) = (f; u):9(g; v) 2 OH [[P ]]:

9Xu = 9Xv; g(9Xv) = v; 9X:g = 9X:hg

OH [[�X:C[X]]] = the least fixed point ofOH [[C[]]]

PROOF.

– Sincea; uu 6�!, (f; u) 2 OH [[a]] iff f � [[a; uu]] \ u #= a " \u #, i.e. (f; u) 2
H[[a]].

– If (f; u) 2 OH [[P k Q]], then there is an observationo of P k Q such that
(f; u) � ([[o]]; kok). Let the derivation ofo beP;Q; uu �!� R 6�!. By Lemma 13,
we can permute the transitions so that all the transitions involvingP and agents
derived from it are done before any transitions involvingQ. Thus we haveP k

Q; uu �! P;Q; uu �!� P 0; Q; uu �!� P 0; Q0; uu 6�!, andP 0; Q0 = R.
Let o1 = 9!

Y1

�(P 0; uu) and o2 = 9!
Y2

�(Q0; uu), whereY1 is the set of new

variables introduced inP;Q; uu �!� P 0; Q; uu andY2 is the set introduced in
P 0; Q; uu �!� P 0; Q0; uu. Theno1 is an observation ofP ando2 is an observa-
tion ofQ, ando = o1 ^ o2. Thus([[o1]]; u) 2 OH [[P ]] and([[o2]]; u) 2 OH [[Q]] and
f � ([[o1]] \ [[o2]]) \ u #.

Conversely, if(g; u) 2 OH [[P ]] and(h; u) 2 OH [[Q]], supposeo1 ando2 are the
observations ofP andQ, with (g; u) � ([[o1]]; ko1k) and(h; u) � ([[o2]]; ko2k),
thusko1k = ko2k. Then by monotonicity we geto1^ o2 as an observation ofP k

Q. Now since(g \ h; u) � ([[o1 ^ o2]]; ko1 ^ o2k), we have(f; u) 2 OH [[P k Q]]
for any(f; u) � (g \ h; u).

– Let (f; u) 2 OH [[ i2Iai ! Pi]]. Let o be a observation of i2Iai ! Pi,
with (f; u) � ([[o]]; kok). If 8i 2 I:ai 62 u, theno = true , so [[o]] =# u, so
(f; u) is in the RHS. Otherwise, i2Iai ! Pi; u

u �! P ai
i ; u

u while making the
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observationo. Thusai 2 u. Also,o = o0ai ^ uu, whereo0; uu is an observation of
Pi. Thus([[o0]]; u) 2 OH [[Pi]], andf � [[ai ! o0]] \ u #, so(f; u) is in the RHS.

The converse follows by reversing the above arguments.
– Let(f; u) 2 OH [[9X:P ]] such thato is an observation of9X:P satisfying(f; u) �

([[o]]; kok). This means that there is a derivation9X:P; uu �! P [Y=X]; uu �!

: : : such that
� Y is new inu andP
� o = 9Xo

0; uu, whereo0 is the observation of the derivationP;* (9Xu) �! : : :

corresponding to the above derivationP [Y=X]; uu �! : : :.
From Lemma 16 it follows thato0(9Xko0k) � o0(9Xu) = ko0k. Furthermore,

since9Xu � ko0k, we have9Xo = 9Xo
0 t 9Xu

u = 9Xo
0.

Conversely, let(g; v) 2 OH [[P ]], with g(9Xv) = v. Let (f; u) be such that
9X:g = 9X:h; 9Xu = 9Xv; (h; u) = (f; u). We will show that(f; u) 2 OH [[9X:P ]].

Since(g; v) 2 OH [[P ]],we deduce that there is a derivation starting atP; vv �!

: : : �! Q 6�!, such that�(Q) = o; g � [[o]]. Since,g(9Xv) = v, we have
[[o]](9Xv) = v; using lemma 17, we deduce thatP; (9Xv)9Xv �! : : : �! Q.
This sequence of reductions can be mimicked by:9X:P; u, and the result fol-
lows.

– If P = �X:C[X], then we want to show thatOH [[P ]] is the least fixed point of
OH [[C[]]], which is an operator from processes to processes. By the above proofs,
it follows thatC[] is a continuous operator, thus it has a least fixed point. Also
by the rules given above, we can show that

OH [[C[]]](OH [[Q]]) = OH [[C[Q]]]

for any programQ. It follows that the least fixed point ofOH [[C[]]] is
S
iOH [[C

i[;]]],
where; is the empty process (the least element of the powerdomain), andCi[;] =

C[Ci�1[;]].
Now since every(f; u) 2 OH [[P ]] is obtained by a finite derivation, the rule for

recursion is applied at most finitely many times in each derivation, so(f; u) 2

OH [[C
i(�)]] for somei. Conversely, any(f; u) 2 OH [[C

i(�)]] can be obtained
fromP by unrolling the recursioni times.

A structural induction now yields the full abstraction theorem.

Corollary 32 If P;Q are two indeterminate programs, thenH[[P ]] = H[[Q]] iff
OH [[P ]] = OH [[Q]].

4.4 Logical form

We now present the relational semantics in a logical form in the spirit of domain
theory in logical form [Abr91]. We observe the properties that are true of the pro-
gram, by executing the program. These properties are used to construct the deno-
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tational semantics of the program. This gives us an alternative presentation of the
denotational semantics, and gives a clear connection between the operational and
denotational semantics. Due to the standard mismatch between hiding and existen-
tial quantification, we will treat only programs without hiding, and come back to
hiding at the end of this section.

Intuitively, the relational semantics of a program consists of all the properties which
are satisfied exactly by some execution sequence of the program. Properties are
generated by the following syntax:

� ::= c j c! � j � ^ �

In the following,�;�0 represent multisets of agents.

�; A; B;� u �
�; B; A;� u �

� u � � `IL  
� u  

a1; : : : ; an `C b 8i: ai 2 u
a1; : : : ; an u b

�; A; B u �
�; (A k B) u �

� u � �0 u  
�;�0 u � ^  

�(�) `C ai �; Ai u �

�; i2Iai ! Ai u �
�; a u � a 2 u

� u a! �

8i 2 I:ai 62 u � u �
�; i2Iai ! Ai u �

�; A(X) u � g(X) :: A(X)
�; g(X) u �

We draw the reader’s attention to the rule for guarded choice. The rule ensures that
someenabled branch of the guarded choice satsify the property, a characteristic
feature of may testing style semantics.

We can now show the theorem that shows the correspondence between the de-
notation of a process and its logic, its proof is by induction over the structure of
programs.

Theorem 33 For any hiding free programP , P u � if and only if ([[�]]; u) 2
H[[P ]].

PROOF. LetP u �. We will show that([[�]]; u) 2 H[[P ]]. This will be shown by
induction on the proof tree forP u �.

– Clearly if ([[�]]; u) 2 H[[�; A; B;�]] then ([[�]]; u) 2 H[[�; B; A;�]], since the
two denotations are the same.

– � `IL  means[[�]] � [[ ]]. So([[�]]; u) 2 H[[�]] means([[ ]]; u) 2 H[[�]] as all
processes are upwards closed.

– a1; : : : ; an `C b means that[[b]] � a1 t : : : t an ". Since for alli ai 2 u,
a1 t : : : t an 2 u so([[b]]; u) 2 H[[a1 t : : : t an]].
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– The property holds for the left parallel rule trivially. For the right rule, we note
that[[� ^  ]] = [[�]] \ [[ ]], from which the property follows.

– If �(�) `C ai and([[�]]; u) 2 H[[�; Ai]], thenai 2 u. Also, [[�]] � f \ g \ u #,
where(f; u) 2 H[[�]], and(g; u) 2 H[[Ai]]. f \ g = f \ (ai ! g), and(ai !
g; u) 2 H[[ i2Iai ! Ai]], so the result follows.

– Let ([[�]]; u) 2 H[[�; a]]. Thea 2 u, and[[�]] � f \ g, wheref � a " \u # and
(g; u) 2 H[[�]]. a! (f ^ g) � g, so we have the result.

– If ([[�]]; u) 2 H[[�]], then since(u #; u) 2 H[[ i2Iai ! Ai]], the result follows.
– This is trivial, asA(X) is an unrolling ofg(X).

Conversely, we will show that forP a hiding free program, if([[�]]; u) 2 H[[P ]], we
can build a proof tree for it. We will do this by structural induction onP . Note that
all f in our semantics are compact, thus each corresponds to a property.

– If P = a, then([[�]]; u) 2 H[[a]] meansa `IL �0, so� is provable by cut.
– If P = P1 k P2, then([[�]]; u) 2 H[[P ]] means[[�]] � f\g, where(f; u) 2 H[[P1]]

and(g; u) 2 H[[P2]]. Now we can get the result by induction.
– If ([[�]]; u) 2 H[[ i2Iai ! Ai]] then if ai 62 u for all i, the� = true , and

this can be proved by the second rule for choice on the left. Ifai 2 u , then
[[�]] � ai ! f , where(f; u) 2 H[[Ai]]. Now by applying the first rule for choice
and then the cut rule, we have the result.

– If P is defined recursively, the([[�]]; u) 2 H[[P ]] means that([[�]]; u) is in one of
then-fold unfoldings ofP . By using the rule for unfoldingn times, we can use
the other rules to establish the result.

Since the singleton sets are primes in the relational powerdomain, the above theo-
rem actually yields

H[[P ]] = f([[�]]; u) j P u �g

Hiding. In order to accomodate hiding, we can extend the syntax of properties to
include9X:�. We replace� `IL  by [[�]] � [[ ]], since intuitionistic logic rules are
not complete for hiding in closure operators. Now we can write the following rules
for hiding:

�; A[Y=X] v  [[9Y: ]] = [[�]]; 9Y v = u; [[ ]](u) = v; Y new in�; �
�; 9X:A u �

� u �[Y=X]
� u 9X:�

However, for this rule to be applicable we need a procedure to decide equality of
closure operators. This is possible in some constraint systems, for example those
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which are closed under negation and forall quantification (see [SRP91]), and then
the above rules for hiding are sound.

5 Causal Must semantics

An alternative causal semantics ofcc programs allows us to observe whatmust
be true for all runs of the system — this style does not ignore infinite runs of the
system, and allows us to observe intermediate results. In this section, we sketch
briefly the treatment of this notion of observation.

5.1 Operational semantics

As in the extant treatment of infinite computations in determinatecc languages [JPP91,SRP91],
we consider only those infinite runs of the system which arefair with respect to
parallel composition,i.e. if in any configuration� at any stage in a run, there is
an agentP which can make a transition, then this agent will make a transition
some time during the run. Note that since enabled transitions are never disabled,
the notions of weak and strong fairness [MP91] coincide. Furthermore, this notion
of fairnessdoes notimpose any conditions on the choice operation.

We sayo is an observation of a programP in contextc if either

– P;* (c)!� � 6! ando = 9V :�(�), or
– There is an infinite fair sequenceP;* (c) ! �1 ! �2 ! : : :, such thato =
9V
S
i �(�i).

Definition 34 The must operational semantics is defined as follows:

OS[[P ]] = fo j 9o0:kok = ko0k; o0 is a observation ofP in contextkok; [[o]] � [[o0]]g

The above definition builds upclosed sets of observations. Thus, the definition al-
lows us to identify two sets of observations which have the same minimal elements,
giving us must tests [dNH84].

5.2 Denotational semantics

The powerdomain. We recall the Scott topology on partial orders, referring the
reader to [Plo83] for a detailed treatment. The open sets of the Scott topology on a
domain(D;v) are setsS of elements satsifying: (1) Upwards closure:d 2 S; d v
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e ) e 2 S and (2) Limit reachability: LetE be a directed set such thattE 2 S.
Then,E \ S 6= ;.

A subset ofS ofD is Scott compact if it is compact in the Scott topology,i.e.every
(Scott) open cover ofS has a finite subcover.

The elements of the powerdomain onObs are setsS of bco’s satisfying the condi-
tions:

– (f; u) 2 S; (g \ u #) � (f \ u #) ) (g; u) 2 S

– LetSu
d
= f(f; u) j (f; u) 2 Sg. ThenSu is Scott compact in the Scott topology

on closure operators.

These conditions ensure that for everyu, the setSu is an element of the Smyth pow-
erdomain(page 109, [Plo83]) of closure operators. Thus, this powerdomain inherits
the basic properties of the Smyth powerdomain. The ordering relation is given by
reverse subset inclusion:S1 v S2 , S1 � S2. The greatest element is the empty
set, the least element isj Obs j, least upper bounds of directed sets are given by
intersection. All bounded glbs exist, and finite greatest lower bounds are given by
union. It also follows that if the union of any set of sets is compact, then their
greatest lower bound is their union.

The powerdomain admits an operation9X defined as follows. LetS be an element
of the powerdomain. If9Xu = 9Xv, defineSu

v = f(f; u) 2 Obs j 9(h; u) =

(f; u):9(g; v) 2 S; 9Xf = 9Xhg. Now9XS
d
=
S
u ufS

u
v g. Note that asSv is Scott

compact,Su
v is also Scott compact4

4 This follows from the general fact that ifp is a continuous projection (p(S) � S; p2 =
p), then if S is Scott compact then so isp(S) and p�1p(S) sincep(S) � p�1p(S) �
p(S) ". Note also that the step(f; u) = (h; u) closes the setSuv under equivalent bco’s —
this step also preserves compactness asSv is already closed under this operation, and thus
for eachu has a minimal bco(uf; u) (recall that the glb preserves equivalence). Now since
9X is monotone, compactness follows.
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Denotational semantics We give the semantics of the various program combina-
tors below.

S[[a]]
d
= f(f; u) 2 Obs j f \ u #� a "; a 2 ug

S[[P k Q]]
d
= S[[P ]] \ S[[Q]]

S[[ i2Iai ! Pi]]
d
= f(f; u) 2 Obs j 8i 2 I:ai 62 ug

[
S
i2If(f; u) 2 Obs j ai 2 u; 9(f

0; v) 2 S[[Pi]]; f \ u #� ai ! f 0g

S[[9X:P ]]
d
= 9XS[[P ]]

S[[g(Y )]]
d
= S[[9Xg:[Xg = Y k g]]]

S[[g]]
d
= �g:S[[C[g]]]; whereg(X) : C[g] is the procedure declaration

Procedure calls are handled as in the case of the may semantics. All the above
operations on processes are monotone and continuous with respect to the ordering
on sets of processes. Thus, recursion is treated in the usual way, via least fixed
points.

We draw the reader’s attention to the use of the bound (in a bounded closure opera-
tor) to resolve the choice in the guarded choice operator. We note that the alternative
definition of parallel composition as in the case of the may semantics:

S[[P k Q]]
d
= f(h; u) 2 Obs j (f; u) 2 S[[P ]]; (g; u) 2 S[[Q]]; h \ u #� f \ gg

would yield the same result. Later in the proof of the full abstraction theorem we
will show thatS[[9X:P ]] = f(f; u) 2 Obs j 9(g; v) 2 S[[P ]]; 9Xu = 9Xv; 9Xh =
9Xg; (f; u) = (h; u)g, which is the same as the definition in the may semantics,
except that since the elements of the powerdomain are upwards closed, the last
conditiong(9Xv) = v is not needed.

We note a few interesting facts to give the reader some more intuition about the
resulting semantics: we are choosing the same examples as those discussed for the
may semantics, and draw the readers attention to the differences.

Example 35 LetPi be a collection of processes indexed byi. Leta be a token in the
constraint system. ThenS[[a! Pi]] w S[[ i2Ia! Pi]]. This inequation (which we
note is the exact converse of the one for the earlier semantics) is characteristic of
Smyth powerdomain style semantics — adding more branches to a process moves
it lower down the ordering in the domain.

Example 36 Let the processP1 be defined recursively asP1 :: P1. Then theS[[P1]] =T
i S[[C

i(Obs)]], whereC(X) = X. ThusCi(Obs) = Obs, soS[[P1]] = Obs.

The following examples indicate the treatment of non-termination by the semantics
— in effect, the semantics only looks at the store as it evolves, and allows one to
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observe “intermediate” stores even in an unbounded computation.

Example 37 Let the processP2 be defined recursively asP2 :: b k P2. Then
S[[P1]] =

T
i S[[C

i(Obs)]], whereC(X) = b k X. ThusC(Obs) = S[[b]], so
S[[P2]] = S[[b]]. ThenS[[P1]] = S[[b]].

Example 38 LetP be any process. Consider the processP3 = b ! P b ! P1,
whereP1 is as above. ThenS[[P3]] = S[[b ! P1]] =j Obs j. This further clarifies
the treatment of non-determinism in the must semantics. The intuitive reasoning is
as follows: ifb is not entailed by the store, neither side does anything to the store.
If b is entailed by the store, the minimum guaranteed output is from theP1 branch,
which adds nothing new. This type of minimum guarantee reasoning is typical of
Smyth powerdomain style semantics.

Example 39 The operation of adding constraints is idempotent — a key ingredient
of thecc paradigm.

S[[a]] = S[[a k a]]

The next example shows another characteristic feature of the the may style seman-
tics — an “upward closure” property.

Example 40 LetP = true ! a true! b! b andQ = true ! a, where
b ` a. ThenP andQ are indistinguishable as the extra output ofQ i.e. btrue is
greater than the outputatrue of P , and we observe only minimal outputs.

Example 41 The following equational laws hold.

S[[a k P ]] =S[[a k a! P ]]

S[[b! (A k B)]] =S[[b! A k b! B]]

5.3 Full Abstraction

Fair scheduling algorithms A fair scheduling algorithmis an algorithm which
starts with a given configuration and selects a transition to be done at each step, and
the resulting run is fair. An example is a round robin scheduler.

For the simple notion of fairness that we use, the choice of fair scheduling algorithm
does not matter,i.e. any fair scheduling algorithm produces all the outputs of the
operational semantics.

Lemma 42 The setOS[[P ]] is the same for any fair scheduling algorithm.
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PROOF. Consider a fair derivationT — P;* (kok) �!�, with outputo. Given
a fair scheduling algorithmA, we can permute the transitions inT to produce a
derivation according toA. Sincekok is in the store at all times, the store informa-
tion required to enable any transition inT is available at all times. Consider the first
point whenA schedules a transition different from the one that occurred inT . This
transition must occur later inT as it is enabled andT is fair. Now the hypotheses
of Lemma 13 are satisfied so we can permuteT to do this transition at the current
point, and by continuing this process, we can get a permutation ofT which is ac-
cording to the algorithmA. Thuso is an output ofA — A is fair so every transition
of T is scheduled at some time.

The above lemma allows us to work in the context of a fixed scheduling algo-
rithm. Consider the transitions ofP;* (false ) under a given scheduling algo-
rithm. These can be arranged into a treeTree(P ), whose nodes are configurations,
and if� �! �0 then�0 is a child of�. Since only nondeterministic choice causes
branching, this tree is finitely branching.

Lemma 43 Let o be an observation ofP in contextkok. Consider all runs of the
processP;* (kok) that result in observationso0 such thatkok = ko0k. These runs
can be embedded in the finitely branching treeTree(P ).

PROOF. The set of all such runs of the system can be embedded as a subtree
in Tree(P ) by restricting the choice brances ofTree(P ). A choice branch is not
present in the subtree if one of the following holds:

– it is not enabled bykok
– all runs in the subtree led to by the choice branch result in stores with more

information thankok

The tree constructed above is a prefix ofTree(P ), i.e. if a node ofTree(P ) is in
the subtree, so are all its ancestors.

Corollary 44 Given any set of observationsO, all runs of the processesP;* (kok); o 2

O can be arranged into a finitely branching subtree ofTree(P ).

As in the previous case, we obtain full abstraction. Again we identify an observation
o with the bco([[o]]; kok).
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Theorem 45

OS[[a]] = S[[a]]

OS [[P k Q]]
d
= OS[[P ]] \ OS[[Q]]

OS[[ i2Iai ! Pi]]
d
= f(f; u) 2 Obs j 8i 2 I:ai 62 ug

[
S
i2If(f; u) 2 Obs j ai 2 u; 9(f

0; u) 2 OS[[Pi]]; f \ u #� ai ! f 0g

OS[[9X:P ]] = 9XOS[[P ]]

OS[[�X:C[X]]] = the least fixed point ofOS[[C[]]]

PROOF.

– If (f; u) 2 OS[[a]], thenf \ u #� [[a; uu]]. Thusf \ u #� a ", anda 2 u.
Conversely, iff \ u #� a ", anda 2 u then asa; uu 6�! andf \ u #� [[a; uu]],
we have(f; u) 2 OS [[a]].

– If (f; u) 2 OS[[P k Q]], then there is an observationo of P k Q such that(f; u) �
([[o]]; kok). Now sinceP k Q; uu �! P;Q; uu, we can create a derivation forP
by picking up all transitions fromP and its derivatives from the derivation for
P k Q. If the observation on this derivation iso0, it follows by monotonicity
and extensivity thatko0k = u and[[o]] � [[o0]]. Thus(f; u) 2 OS[[P ]]. Similarly
(f; u) 2 OS[[Q]].

Conversely, if(f; u) 2 OS[[P ]] and(f; u) 2 OS [[Q]], supposeo1 ando2 are the
observations ofP andQ with (f; u) � ([[o1]]; ko1k) and(f; u) � ([[o2]]; ko2k).
Thus by monotonicity,o1 ^ o2 is an observation of a run ofP k Q obtained by
fairly merging (even alternating) the runs which producedo1 ando2. Now since
(f; u) � ([[o1 ^ o2]]; ko1 ^ o2k), we have(f; u) 2 OS[[P k Q]].

– Let (f; u) 2 OS[[ i2Iai ! Pi]]. Let o be a must observation of i2Iai ! Pi,
with (f; u) � ([[o]]; kok). If 8i 2 I:ai 62 u, then(f; u) is in the RHS. Otherwise,

i2Iai ! Pi; u
u �! P ai

i ; u
u while making the observationo. Thusai 2 u.

Also, o = ai ! o0; uu, whereo0; uu is an observation ofPi. Thus(ai " \f; u) �
([[o0]]; u), so (ai " \f; u) 2 OS[[Pi]]. Sincef � ai ! (ai " \f) we have the
result.

The converse follows by reversing the above arguments.
– We first show the following lemma.

Lemma 46 9XOS[[P ]] = f(f; u) 2 Obs j 9(h; u) = (f; u):9(g; v) 2 OS[[P ]]:
9Xu = 9Xv; 9Xh = 9Xgg

PROOF. Let S = OS[[P ]]. We need to show that(9XS)u = f(f; u) j 9(g; v) 2

OS[[P ]]; 9Xu = 9Xv; 9Xh = 9Xg; (h; u) = (f; u)g. Since the right hand side
is just

S
fSu

v j 9Xv = 9Xug, we need to show that
S
fSu

v j 9Xv = 9Xug =
ufSu

v j 9Xv = 9Xug, that is we must show that
S
fSu

v j 9Xv = 9Xug is Scott
compact. From the corollary to lemma 43 forP , all the derivations leading to
any(g; v) 2 OS[[P ]]; 9Xv = 9Xu are embeddable in the finitely branching tree
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constructed there. To each node of the embedded subtree we associate a bco
(f; u) wheref is the contexted store at the node after hidingX and any new
variables. Thus all elements of allSu

v ’s are embedded in this tree either as leaf
nodes or as limits of infinite paths of nodes (or are included by upwards closure).
A Scott open set which contains a node will contain the entire subtree below this
node, and any open set that contains the limit of a path must contain a node on
that path. The Scott compactness of

S
fSu

v j 9Xv = 9Xug follows from Konig’s
lemma on the finite branching tree.

The proof now follows the proof in the may semantics. Let(f; u) 2 OS[[9X:P ]]

such thato is an observation of9X:P satisfying(f; u) � ([[o]]; kok). This means
that there is a derivation9X:P; uu �! P [Y=X]; uu �! : : : such that
� Y is new inu andP
� o = 9Xo

0; uu, whereo0 is the observation of the derivationP;* (()9Xu) �!
: : : corresponding to the above derivationP [Y=X]; uu �! : : :.
Since9Xu � ko0k, we have9Xo = 9Xo

0 t 9Xu
u = 9Xo

0.
Conversely, let(g; v) 2 OS[[P ]]. Note that given any(g; v) 2 OS[[P ]], we can

chooseg0 = (g k 9Xv ! v) — then (g0; v) 2 OS[[P ]] by upwards closure,
g0(9Xv) = v, and9X:g = 9X:g0. Let (f; u) be such that9X:g = 9X:h; 9Xu =
9Xv; (h; u) = (f; u). We will show that(f; u) 2 OS[[9X:P ]].

Since(g; v) 2 OS[[P ]],we deduce that there is a derivation starting atP; vv �!

: : : �! : : :, with outputo such thatg \ v #� [[o]]. Since,g(9Xv) = v, we have
[[o]](9Xv) = v; using lemma 17, we deduce thatP; (9Xv)9Xv �! : : : �! : : :.
This sequence of reductions can be mimicked by9X:P; u, and the result follows.

– If P = �X:C[X], then we want to show thatOS[[P ]] is the least fixed point of
OS[[C[]]], which is an operator from processes to processes. By the above proofs,
it follows thatC[] is a continuous operator, thus it has a least fixed point. Also
by the rules given above, we can show that

OS[[C[]]](OS [[Q]]) = OS[[C[Q]]]

for any programQ. It follows that the least fixed point ofOS[[C[]]] is
T
iOS[[C

i[true ]]],
wheretrue is the least element of the powerdomain,Obs.

Consider the derivations ofP; uu. These can be arranged into a finitely branch-
ing treeT using Lemma 43. To each node of the embedded subtree we associate
a bco(f; u) wheref is the contexted store at the node after hiding any new vari-
ables. Thus all elements of the from(h; u) 2 OS[[P ]]u are in this tree either as
leaf nodes or as limits of infinite paths of nodes (or are included by upwards clo-
sure). Furthermore, the derivation tree of eachCi[true ]; uu can be viewed as a
subtree ofT . In fact, if i � j, the tree forCi[true ]; uu is a prefix of the one
for Cj[true ]; uu, and every node inT arises from some node inCi[true ] for
somei.

If (f; u) 2 \iOS[[C
i[true ]]] it is in eachOS[[C

i[true ]]]. Thus there are
derivations ofoi from each ofCi[true ]; uu, such thatf � [[oi]]. We now con-
struct a run ofP; uu as follows. We begin at the root of the tree. Any non-choice
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transition is performed as in the tree. At a choice node, we choose any tran-
sition that is chosen in infinitely manyi0s in derivations ofoi from each of
Ci[true ]; uu, such thatf\u #� [[oi]]. By Konig’s lemma, eitherT is finite or the
above procedure constructs an infinite path in the tree. In either case, we build a
derivation fromP; uu, such thatf � [[�(Pk)]] at any finite stageP; uu �!� Pk.

Conversely, if(f; u) 2 OS[[P ]], we have a derivation ofo such thatf \ u #�
[[o]]. By repeatedly applying the unfolding rule, it is clear that it is in each of the
OS[[C

i[true ]]], since for the corresponding observationoi, [[o]] � [[oi]].

The following theorem follows by structural induction.

Theorem 47 If P;Q are two indeterminate programs, then

S[[P ]] = S[[Q]] , OS[[P ]] = OS[[Q]]

5.4 Must semantics in logical form.

Intuitively, the must semantics consists of properties that are satisfied by all runs of
the program. As before, we consider hiding free programs only.

The syntax of properties is derived from the following grammar:

� ::= u j a! � j � ^ � j � _ �

The following deduction rules establish when this is true. Once again� stands for
a multiset of agents, and�(�) for the tell tokens in it.

� u �
�; P u �

�; A; B;� u �
�; B; A;� u �

�(�) � v
� u v

�; P1; P2 u �
�; (P1; P2) u �

� u �1 � u �2
� u �1 ^ �2

�(�) `C a �; A u �
�; a! A u �

a 2 u �; a u �
� u a! �

J = fi 2 I j ai 2 ug 6= ; 8i 2 J: �; ai ! Pi u �

�; i2Iai ! Pi u �
�; A(X) u � (g(X) :: A(X))

�; g(X) u �
� u �1

� u �1 _ �2

We draw the reader’s attention to the rule for guarded choice. The rule ensures
thatall enabled branches of the guarded choice satsify the property, a characteristic
feature of must testing style semantics. Note that the rules given above are conser-
vative over logical entailment, thus if� `  follows from the constraint system
(with standard intuitionist logic rules), then if� u �, then� u  . In particular,
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the rules are conservative over the logical entailment of the underlying constraint
system.

The logical semantics of a program can now be defined. SupposeP u �. Embed
� in the powerdomain asES(�) as follows.

Definition 48 ES(�) is defined inductively as follows:

ES(c)= f(f; u) 2 Obs j a 2 u; f � �a "; c � ug

ES(a! �)= f(f; u) 2 Obs j a 62 ug

[f(f; u) 2 Obs j a 2 u; 9(f 0; v) 2 S[[Pi]]; f \ u #� a! f 0g

ES(�1 ^ �2)=ES(�1) \ ES(�2)

ES(�1 _ �2)=ES(�1) [ ES(�2)

Let ES(�; u) be the subset ofES(�) containing those bco’s with second component
u (note that this set may be empty!). Then the logical semantics is given as the
intersections of the embedded sets —LS[[P ]] =

S
u

T
�fES(�; u) j P u �g. And

we get the theorem:

Theorem 49 For any hiding-free programP , LS[[P ]] = S[[P ]].

PROOF. The proof exploits the algebraicity of the powerdomain. Note that com-
pact elements of the powerdomain can be viewed as finite disjunctions. We prove
that the logical property corresponding to a compact element less than the deno-
tation of the program can be proved using the logical system IfP u �, then
S[[P ]]u � ES(�; u). This is proved by induction on thefiniteproof tree forP u �

— by showing that if the antecedent of each proof rule satisfies the inclusion, then
so does the consequent. This is a straightforward application of the definitions of
processes. This meansS[[P ]]u 2 \�ES(�; u). ThusLS[[P ]] � S[[P ]].

For the converse we do a structural induction on programs, showing that for every
u, LS[[P ]]u � S[[P ]]u. a is provable froma, soLS[[P ]]u � ES(a; u). ES(a; u) is
empty ifa 62 u, otherwise is equal toS[[a]].

If P u �, then by weakening,P;Q u �. ThusLS[[P k Q]]u � LS[[P ]]u, and
similarly forQ. So by inductionLS[[P k Q]]u � S[[P ]]u \ S[[P ]]u = S[[P k Q]]u.

To prove the caseP = i2Iai ! Pi, we first show the result forP = a ! Q. If
Q u �, thenP u a ! �. Then by using the induction hypothesis onQ we see
thatLS[[P ]]u � S[[P ]]u.

Now if P = i2Iai ! Pi, then let�i be provable fromai ! Pi, for each
i 2 J = fi 2 I j ai 2 ug. Then

W
i2J �i is also provable fromai ! Pi, thus it is

provable fromP . Now by the definition ofS[[P ]], we have the result.
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If P = �X:C[X], we know by the induction hypothesis thatLS[[C
n(true )]] �

S[[Cn(true )]]. Now any property ofCn(true ) can also be proved byP byn-fold
application of the unfolding rule. ThusLS[[P ]] � \nLS[[C

n(true )]] � \nS[[C
n(true )]] =

S[[P ]].
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